Genetic studies among seven endogamous populations of the Koshi Zone, Bihar (India).
The distribution of AB0 and Rhesus blood groups, PTC taste sensitivity and colour blindness was studied among seven endogamous populations (Tharu, Mushar, Santal, Dhobi, Julaha, Kulhaiya and Karan Kayastha) in the Koshi Zone of Bihar (India). The phenotype and allele frequencies of the four gene loci (AB0, RH, PTC and colour blindness) show considerable differences between these populations. The measurement of genetic distances revealed, that the lowest genetic distance is seen between Dhobi and Julaha, the highest between Mushar and Tharu. From the genetic distance analysis there is some evidence for a close genetic relationship among the population groups belonging to the same region, irrespective of their caste, religion, linguistic or any other affinities. It may be concluded that all these populations have arisen through a common ancestor and changed gene frequencies among them is due to evolutionary forces like mutation, selection, migration, temporal variation and genetic drift. However, these populations retain their separate entities by practising endogamy. Gene diversity analysis reveals that these populations are at an early stage of genetic differentiation.